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Email: info@CampROK.org     Postal address: PO Box 34 Narooma NSW 2546 

Russian Orthodox Kids Camp 2016 

General Information 
 If there is a need to communicate with your child while they are 

at camp, a message can be left with Lutanda Secretaries on 02 

4355 3504 (9am-5pm) and the message will be passed on to 

Coordinators. Your child will then ring back from the office at a 

suitable time. Alternatively, if it is an EMERGENCY, call Lida 

0409 448 911, Katya 0466 407 219 or Anya 0448 908 240. 

 Parents must arrange transportation for their own children to and 

from camp. Car-pooling may be helpful.  

 Children are to be dropped off after lunch between 1-2pm Sunday 

11th December (lunch not included) and picked up after brunch 

from 11am but NO LATER than 12:30pm Saturday 17th December.  

 Parents are to come with their child/ward to the foyer upon 

arrival to confirm contact details are correct, hand over any 

medication and Medical Action Plans/photos and alert us to any 

new allergies or changes since they registered. If the child/ward 

appears sick, then in their best interests and the interests of all 

campers, we may not be able to accommodate them and you may 

be asked to take them back home. 

 Each participant, including Supervisors and parents, must bring a 

LABELLED sheet/s and pillow case to camp. If forgotten, you will 

be charged a fee of $30- by Lutanda! 

 All children must participate in daily prayers, discussions and 

activities as organised per their age group. 

 Children must be on their BEST behaviour at ALL times. 

 Please leave any valuable items at home, like jewellery and money. 

 Appropriate clothing is to be worn, as clergy will be present. 

 This is a technology-free camp ! Any electronic devices including 

mobiles, CD players etc WILL BE CONFISCATED! 


